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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
Michael Cassius is the founder of creative studio, Cassius. Based in Melbourne,
Cassius has been producing high-impact designs for web and print for over a decade.
His long journey from junior to senior designer across numerous agencies around
Australia has seen him work with a vast arrey of household brands in the fashion,
finance and retail industries.

Today as the principal of Cassius, he specialises in 'emotive' works, which, "should
resonate a solid and clear message". It's no secret that his intimate understanding of
developing brand loyalty and intuitive experiences has led to a high demand from
national and international organisations.

Previous Clientele
Michael is also well known for his skilled contributions to local and international charities
and not-for-profits. This year he accepted the invitation to join the board of 'Tunes for
Change' — an established not-for-profit that works alongside celebrated music artists
such as Nick Cave, for causes of human, environmental, sustainability and media
accountability.

As a result of being aligned with, Greenpeace, US based Avaaz.org and our very own
political thorn, GetUp!, has naturally positioned Michael as the go-to-talent for charities,
politicals and not-for-profits — not to mention the growing base of new and established
music artists.  
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